
Sweetwater Lake Working Group Meeting #8
March 7, 2023  |  6-8 PM
Meeting Location: Gypsum Rec. Center

MEETING PURPOSE:

● Confirm proposed process for inviting guests to join SLWG meetings
● Share reflections from Virtual Public Meeting
● USFS/CPW provide input with regards to the Short Term brainstorm list
● Discussion of Differences in Long Term Planning

PRE-MEETING TASKS:

● USFS/CPW to determine next steps on Short Term brainstorm list
● SLWG members to review proposed process for inviting guests to SLWG Meetings and provide input

MEETING AGENDA

TIME TOPICS & OBJECTIVES

10 Mins. Introductions & Agenda Review

15  Mins. Proposed Process for Visitors at SLWG
● Review the proposed process for inviting guests to these meetings.
● Check for consensus

15 Mins. Virtual Public Meeting (3/6)
● Reflect on Public Meeting Input

30 Mins. Short-Term Planning
● USFS/CPW to provide synthesized list of options
● Discuss next steps towards implementation

30 Mins. Long-Term Planning
● Discuss the differences between long term site plans
● Utilize guidance from USFS and CPW as discussion points
● Begin to prioritize tradeoffs as part of long-term plans

15 Mins. “Old Business” Items (Parking Lot)
● Site Naming and Marketing
● Cultural and Environmental Resource Study Update
● Road and Bridge Numbers
● Tribal Consultation
● Public Input (Comment Form)
● Additional SLWG Questions Received February 15, 2023

5 Mins. Wrap Up & Next Steps
● Next meeting agenda



MEETING SUMMARY
Sweetwater Lake Working Group Meeting #8
March 8, 2023  |  6-8 PM

Meeting Location: Gypsum Rec. Center + hybrid Zoom option

MEETING PURPOSE
● Confirm proposed process for inviting guests to join SLWG meetings

● Share reflections from Virtual Public Meeting

● USFS/CPW provide input with regards to the Short Term brainstorm list

● Discussion of Differences in Long Term Planning

MEETING AGENDA
● Proposed Visitor Process for SLWG

● Virtual Public Meeting Recap

● Short-Term Planning Review

● Long-Term Planning Discussion

● “Old Business” Items

MEETING TALKING POINTS

●

Please Visit: evlt.org/SLWG for notes and resources compiled for this group.

http://evlt.org/SLWG


MEETING NOTES:

Introduction & Agenda Review
Melissa Bade, CDR Associates, opened the meeting by asking all participants to introduce themselves and share
their favorite girl scout cookie (attendance listed below). Melissa then reviewed the meeting agenda. She asked
if any of the SWLG members had any comments or questions on the agenda. Hearing none, she directed the
group to the first agenda item: a brief discussion of  the proposed visitor process.

Visitor Process for SLWG
Ahead of the meeting, the SLWG provided comments on CDR’s initial proposed visitor process (attached). During
the meeting, the SLWG reiterated their interest to allow visitors at the meetings. The group noted visitors would
be encouraged to be in a listening role and would be asked to come prepared for the meeting by reading
previous meeting notes ahead of time. The SLWG also noted the importance to the group of having media
presence to document the process, which provides a sense of accountability and security. The intent of having
visitors is not to be disrespectful or surprise anyone. There are many members of the public that remain curious
about the process and discussions taking place.

CPW, USFS, and EVLT representatives reminded the group that allowing the meetings to be public might have
implications for how the meeting is marketed and the topics discussed at the meeting. The group was convened
to represent the broader community and currently the group has an intimate setting. With public participation,
the process of getting to an outcome may be extended, creating frustration amongst participants.

● ACTION: USFS to determine whether meetings would need to be marketed as public meetings if
members of the public were allowed to participate.

March 6 Public Meeting Recap
The SLWG prepared a list of reactions and questions to the March 6 public meeting. The group also inquired
about whether they would receive responses to the February 15, 2023 questions submitted to the partners. CPW
and USFS representatives assured the group the responses were in-progress.

● ACTION: Melissa to check on the status of February 15 letter responses.

The partners briefly responded to some meeting questions from the public meeting during discussion, but
committed to responding in writing as well.

● ACTION: USFS, CPW, and EVLT to prepare written responses to questions raised as a response to the
public meeting.

● ACTION: USFS, CPW, and EVLT to prepare written responses to questions from the public meeting and
post them to EVLT project website.

Questions from SLWG regarding March 6 Public Meeting
● Will the list of questions from the chat be posted along with answers or just the ones chosen to add to

FAQs?
● It was mentioned several times that one of the main goals is to “improve access”.  Does this mean more

people or different people?  To whom do they think access has been denied in the past who needs
access now?  I have felt that access has been good as people have come from across the state, the
nation, and internationally.  Before Sylvan was a park, mostly only locals used it.  But that has never been
the case with Sweetwater.

● Under “not allowed” a new bullet point was added.  Not allowed “Organized Large Scale Events”.  What
does that mean?  Would a medium scale or small scale be allowed?  What numbers differentiate these?



● We need a bit of clarification on all the surveys, as I am sure folks will ask us about this when we ask
them to give input once again.  Please ask, what is the main difference between the online input that has
been on EVLT’s website for the last year or so and this new survey monkey site?  Why two different
places for input?  What is the unique purpose of this new survey?

● They repeatedly talked about their resource inventories, are those ready to be shared with us?
● They pushed the idea of an Environmental Assessment over an Environmental Impact Statement. Why?

Perception could be that EA will not go in depth enough to expose issues that would curtail
development. Something with this much impact seems the right thing to do would be the more in-depth
EIS.

● The Confluence designs were presented on a slide though not discussed. Are you still pushing through
with those 2 options?

● Please explain what an interpretive plan is.

Short-Term Planning
Melissa Bade directed the group to the next agenda item: Brainstorming temporary ideas for the short term
management of Sweetwater Lake. Paula Peterson from the USFS reviewed the list of ideas that the USFS, CPW,
and EVLT were willing to consider as well as those that were not being considered.

Further detail can be found in the attached slides.

Possible Options Considered
● Employee Housing
● Temporary Food Truck
● Rental of Commercial Kitchen
● Commercial Kitchen Trailer
● Use of Kitchen in a Cabin
● Grab & Go Foods Prepared Elsewhere
● Outdoor Kitchen
● Picnic Tables, Shade Structures, Fire Rings
● Shade Tent
● New Dock in Day Use Area at Campground
● Outdoor Phone
● Financial support for AJB requirement of trash pickup and campsite monitoring
● Porta-Potties
● Temporary Overnight Lodging

Options Maybe Considered
● Update Current Restaurant Kitchen
● Potable Water Source

Options Not Considered
● Large Events
● Improved and Efficient Irrigation
● Contracting Another Food Service

The review of this list spurred discussion amongst the group. It is important for the USFS and CPW to approve a
plan to better understand the scope and scale of the services Adrienne hopes to provide. For example, if a



commercial kitchen truck was utilized, questions would need to be answered such as how waste is handled;
whether it is a self-contained truck, and the water source for the truck.

● ACTION: SLWG to consider scope and scale of services and bring proposal to USFS, CPW, and EVLT on
short-term management.

The group also discussed the definition of large events, as the hope was for Adrienne to host events to help
support her business.

● ACTION: USFS to clarify definition of “large event.”

The group was pleased to hear EVLT was open to supporting Adrienne’s staff as a stipend for their stewardship
duty to check the campgrounds on a regular basis. Some group members raised concern about using private
donation dollars to pay employees. Bergen clarified this funding would not come from private donation funds,
but rather the stewardship funds. Partner representatives also raised the concern that others may have issues
with using government funds to support private businesses.

The group discussed the water availability on the site. In years past, the site has operated as a non-public water
source. The goal in the short-term would be to maintain that designation. CPW and USFS have plans in the works
to updated some of the water system features, but that would not change the water system use designation.

CPW expressed a willingness to financially support ideas that align with CPW values (picnic tables, dock, etc.) but
also remains hesitant to support big-ticket items without a permit in place for CPW management.

The USFS clarified that the state and county would be the entities looking at health code standards, and it is
important for Adrienne to know and understand those to move forward with any improvements to the
restaurant. The group has an April 3 deadline to provide the USSF with documentation requested in November
2022 regarding fixing up the restaurant, including health code standard information and a business plan. The
SLWG inquired about the definition of “profitability” which is a requirement for a restaurant on the site.

● ACTION: USFS to clarify definition of profitability for a restaurant.

At the end of the discussion, the group confirmed the priority for employee housing for Adrienne. The SLWG
committed to discussing the information received at the meeting and identifying the scope and scale of needed
food service as well as camping/overnight lodging. These two factors will drive further short-term planning
decisions.

Long-Term Planning
During the next meeting, the group will focus on discussing long-term planning concepts. In specific, the group
will dive into greater detail about the differences identified between the SLWG draft concept plan and the draft
confluence plans discussed.

Question: Will access for livestock be affected by State Park boundary?
ACTION: Paula to look into an answer for this.

ACTION: Melissa to email a copy of the slides to Katie.

Wrap Up & Next Steps
Melissa Bade wrapped up the meeting by providing a summary of the topics for the next SLWG meeting: Review
old business list and discuss long-term planning.



ATTENDANCE

● USFS: Paula Peterson

● CPW: Jacob Brey (Virtual), Mark Lehman, Rachael Gonzales (Virtual)

● EVLT: Bergen Tjossem

● SLWG: Adrienne Brink, Chris Estes, Tim Hennum, Katie Hood, Matt Lou, Derrick Wiemer, Mary (Virtual)

and Bill Stephens, Liz Mooney (Virtual)

● CDR Associates: Melissa Bade

Present

● Garfield County: Commissioner John Martin, Fred Jarman (Virtual)

● Eagle County: Marcia Gilles (Virtual)

● Additional Community Members: Tammie Wiemer
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Meeting Visitor Policy



March 6 Public Meeting Debrief



Short-Term Brainstorm



Short-Term Ideation - Overview
Possible Options Considered

● Employee Housing
● Temporary Food Truck
● Rental of Commercial Kitchen
● Commercial Kitchen Trailer
● Use of Kitchen in a Cabin
● Grab & Go Foods Prepared Elsewhere
● Outdoor Kitchen
● Picnic Tables, Shade Structures, Fire Rings
● Shade Tent
● New Dock in Day Use Area at Campground
● Outdoor Phone
● Financial support for AJB requirement of 

trash pickup and campsite monitoring
● Porta-Potties
● Temporary Overnight Lodging

Options Maybe Considered
● Update Current Restaurant Kitchen
● Potable Water Source

Options Not Considered
● Large Events
● Improved and Efficient Irrigation
● Contracting Another Food Service



Short-Term Ideation - Possible Options

Idea Management Possible Funding 
Options

Reasoning or Other Notes

Outfitter Operations

Employee Housing AJB $60k EVLT grant; 
other community 
donations

FS top priority to provide for health 
and safety issues in buildings 
currently occupied.

May need to prioritize buildings 
given funding options.

Food Service

Temporary Food 
Truck

AJB Community Would require permit amendment

Rental of 
Commercial Kitchen

AJB Community Would not require permit 
amendment



Short-Term Ideation - Possible Options

Idea Management Possible Funding 
Options

Reasoning or Other Notes

Food Service (contd)

Commercial Kitchen 
Trailer

AJB Community Would require permit amendment

Use of kitchen in a 
cabin

AJB Existing EVLT Grant  
/ Community

Would require cabin kitchen to 
meet commercial use 
requirements & permit 
amendment

Grab & Go foods 
prepared elsewhere

AJB Community Would need a covered location to 
sell from

Outdoor kitchen AJB CPW Would need set-up and take-down 
every day; unsure if this meets 
needs with food prep needs



Short-Term Ideation - Possible Options
Idea Management Possible Funding 

Options
Reasoning or Other Notes

Day Use

Picnic tables, shade 
structures, portable 
fire rings

USFS / CPW CPW / EVLT Can be repurposed for long-term

Shade tent (with 
picnic tables for 
gathering)

CPW Can be used for site visitors and 
outfitter clients

New dock in day 
use area at 
campground

USFS / CPW CPW

Safety

Outdoor phone USFS / CPW USFS / CPW / EVLT Already in the works



Short-Term Ideation - Possible Options

Idea Management Possible Funding 
Options

Reasoning or Other Notes

Operations and Management

Financial support for 
AJB requirement of 
trash pickup and 
campsite monitoring

AJB EVLT with USFS 
approval

Porta-potties CPW / USFS / AJB CPW / EVLT

Overnight Use

Temporary overnight 
lodging (tents, yurts)

AJB Community Short-term operation will not 
determine long-term management



Short-Term Ideation - “Maybe” Options

Idea Management Possible Funding 
Options

Reasoning or Other Notes

Update current 
restaurant as 
commercial kitchen

AJB Community Significant updates needed before 
2023 season start (June)

USFS requested information by 
April 3 on what would be needed 
to make this happen (business 
plan, health and safety code 
documentation, etc.)

Potable water 
source

USFS / CPW / AJB CPW / EVLT Possible use of existing hydrants 
pending outcome of further 
information collection; or potable 
water tanks 



Short-Term Ideation - Options Not Considered

Idea Reasoning or Other Notes

Large events Large events will be analyzed as part of NEPA; not a current 
site use

Improved and 
efficient irrigation

Being analyzed for long-term in NEPA process

Contracting another 
food service

Would require a new permit and likely wouldn’t help AJB 
bottom line



Long-Term Planning



Similarities

● Increased public access and amenities

● Equestrian amenities, passing along the history of the area

● Incorporation of a Day Use Area where the campground is 

currently located

● Camping and cabins were included in both

● Incorporation of employee housing for site management

● Use levels are similar between the partner condensed plan and 

the SLWG plan

● Incorporation of additional dedicated parking locations

● Major site use categories are the same

● Inclusion of a guest services building with food service in 

relatively similar place

● Incorporation of additional lake access points

Mapping Differences & Similarities Exercise



Differences
● Size & Scope: Each plan has a slightly different size and scope.
● Parking: Overall parking numbers and locations varied between maps
● Equestrian: SLWG plan highlights importance of equestrian use over 

non-equestrian amenities (parking number, camping, pasture use, etc.). 
● Camping & Cabins: Differences between building new cabins/buildings 

and restoring existing cabins/buildings. Location and number of 
campsites varied.

● Administrative: Facilities for CPW and USFS weren’t included in SLWG 
plan as well as other infrastructure and administrative needs such as 
water/sewer system needs.  

● Food Service: Varied interpretations on restaurant and food service 
location & extent of operations.

● Specific Recreation Amenities: Specific recreation amenities, such as 
picnic area location and number as well as fishing access and associated 
trails varied between plans.

Mapping Differences & Similarities Exercise



Description

● Each plan has a slightly different size and scope.

Guidance

● Site capacity may vary widely on a site depending on the overall goals for the site, the size of the 

site, and any limiting physical and social conditions. To get to site capacity, identifying, 

understanding, and prioritizing site goals and limiting factors is key.

Tradeoffs to Consider

● Focusing development below the road or spreading use out using more of the disturbed areas 

above the road for visuals and visitor experiences?

● Lower traffic volumes or financially viable restaurant and other day-use commercial amenity 

services?

● More limited offerings of recreation opportunities or support for commercial services?

Discussion Questions

● What opportunities exist to address size and scope concerns while also maintaining partner 

recreation goals and support an outfitter business?

Size & Scope



Description

● Overall parking numbers and locations varied between maps

Guidance

● Site capacity may vary widely on a site depending on the overall goals for the site, the size of the 

site, and any limiting physical and social conditions. To get to site capacity, identifying, 

understanding, and prioritizing site goals and limiting factors is key.

Tradeoffs to Consider

● Having an active management system (permit) for day uses that all visitors must use or no permit 

system that is first come first serve?

● More overnight use focus or higher traffic volumes associated with focusing on day uses to make 

commercial services financially profitable?

Discussion Questions

● How can parking help with visitor management? 

Parking



Description

● SLWG plan highlights importance of equestrian use over non-equestrian amenities (parking 

number, camping, pasture use, etc.). 

Guidance

● Forest use data shows equestrian having least demand of all uses in WRNF.

● Any future site planning must incorporate meeting the goals behind using public funds to purchase 

the site.  

● All site users will be treated as equally as possible when it comes to site access and opportunity 

availability, facility quality, and convenience services.

Tradeoffs to Consider

● Separating uses such as horse and non-horse related use across or accepting more user conflicts by 

mixing uses?

● Allowing all vehicles of a certain lengths or limiting vehicle length size in the site design?

Discussion Questions

● What site amenities for equestrian users will best meet this recreation group’s needs while also 

maintaining site character?

Equestrian



Description

● Differences between building new cabins/buildings and restoring existing cabins/buildings. Location 

and number of campsites varied.

Guidance

● All site users will be treated as equally as possible when it comes to site access and opportunity 

availability, facility quality, and convenience services.

● Any plan must also include a realistic strategy to cover the site’s improvement, maintenance, and 

management needs without the FS needing to shift resources from other programs. 

● Providing natural resource based recreational opportunities to meet the partner's primary 

missions will be prioritized above commercial or amenity type services.   
● Whether any of the current structures on the site are used in the future will be guided by decisions 

made during the remaining planning process.

○ Determining whether there is a need to have a building for future operations will come from 

decisions regarding the types, amounts, and locations of the proposed future site use. 

○ If a building is needed for future operations, a further determination of whether it is better to 

fix up an old structure to meet that need or whether it is better to have a new structure to 

meet that need will be made. Building repair feasibility inspections currently underway.

Camping & Cabins



Tradeoffs to Consider

● Focusing development below the road or spreading use out using more of the disturbed areas 

above the road for visuals and visitor experiences?

● More overnight use to reduce traffic or higher traffic volumes associated with focusing on day uses 

to make commercial services financially profitable?

● Electric to overnight sites or generators?

Discussion Questions

● What types of amenities best meet the needs of campers and cabin rentals? How might these 

needs align or not align with visitation needs?

Camping & Cabins (contd)



Description

● Varied interpretations on restaurant and food service location & extent of operations.

Guidance

● Any privately operated commercial facilities and services on national forest land in the future will 

need to meet FS direction for privately provided recreational opportunities.  

○ This includes clearly demonstrating the type and level of services are needed, and at an 

appropriate level, to serve visitors on the site in support of their nature-based recreation.

○ The commercial operations will further need to demonstrate they may be operated at a 

reasonable profit while charging reasonable rates by any potential private operator.

● No privately operated commercial facilities will be repaired or constructed for long-term use unless 

there is certainty that the on-site nature-based recreational opportunities needed to justify the 

commercial services are also planned, approved, and fully funded to be constructed ahead of 

operating the commercial services. 

Food Service



Tradeoffs to Consider

● Lower traffic volumes and less site development or having enough natural resourced based 

recreation development and use on the site to justify having a viable restaurant and other 

commercial amenity services on national forest lands?

● Lower site facility development levels (primitive opportunities only) and no commercial amenity 

services or having higher end amenities such as food service, and boat rentals along with cabins, 

campsites, and food service that have similar development for the convenience of the user?

Discussion Questions

● What food service options align with the need to serve nature based recreation opportunities?

Food Service (contd)



Description

● Specific recreation amenities, such as picnic area location and number as well as fishing access and 

associated trails varied between plans.

Guidance

● Providing those recreational opportunities that meet the primary mission will be prioritized above 

commercial or amenity type services.  

● All site users will be treated as equally as possible when it comes to site access and opportunity 

availability, facility quality, and convenience services.

Tradeoffs to Consider

● Active interpretive program associated with more highly developed recreation opportunities or 

passive interp. program associated with lower developed recreation opportunities?

● Focusing development below the road or spreading use out using more of the disturbed areas 

above the road for visuals and visitor experiences?

● Separating uses such as horse and non-horse related use across or accepting more user conflicts by 

mixing uses?

Discussion Questions

● How can recreation amenities serve site users in an equal and/or equitable way?

Specific Recreation Amenities



Description

● Facilities for CPW and USFS weren’t included in SLWG plan as well as other infrastructure and 

administrative needs such as water/sewer system needs.  
Guidance

● Administrative facilities and supporting infrastructure needed for future site management and 

operations shall be incorporated into any site design. 
● Any plan must also include a realistic strategy to cover the entire site’s improvement, 

maintenance, and management, including sustaining those resource areas beyond just the 

recreational  needs, without the FS needing to shift resources from other programs.  
● The Forest Service has inadequate funds and staff time to put toward this project.  EVLT has limited 

funds.

● In the absence of CPW as a partner, FS funds will be used to first meet the FS goals for purchasing 

the site and to take site management actions for public safety and resource protection.

Administrative



Guidance (contd)

● If the partnership between CPW, EVLT, and the FS dissolves, it is highly unlikely that there will be 

any private commercial use of the site in the future that requires on-site facilities.

○ All existing facilities would be removed and only those minimal facilities needed to prevent 

site damage would be constructed. There would be little land management oversight to 

prevent resource damage from the visiting public.

Tradeoffs to Consider

● Having year-round on-site manager or willing to accept low site management levels and more 

potential resource damage and less continued community interaction with agency staff?

● Improved communications for administrative use, emergency use, site use and potentially the local 

community or only for site admin and basic emergency?

● Law Enforcement on site or relying on county sheriff for all immediate response?

Discussion Questions

● What concerns exist, if any, around administrative features on the site?

Administrative (contd)



Old Business / Parking Lot



➔ Site Naming and Marketing

➔ Cultural and Environmental Resource Study 

Update

➔ Road and Bridge Information

➔ Tribal Consultation

➔ Short-term Planning

➔ Public Input (Comment Form)

➔ SLWG Questions Received February 15, 2023

Updates



Next Steps
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